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INTELLIGENTLY SHOWCASING PROPERTY

LEVERAGING
INNOVATION,
EXPERIENCE &
INTERNATIONAL
IMPACT
Cover property located in: Cape Yamu, Phuket, Thailand

Our 2013 media plan is expected to deliver nearly 700 million
impressions with media powerhouses such as: The New
York Times, The Wall Street Journal, BBC, Daily Telegraph and
Architectural Digest.
They are supported by additional far reaching media…to
round out our plan, create global connections and increase
our exposure, we have identified the following partners where
we leverage their innovation, experience and international
impact. These partners were hand-picked to help drive
incremental brand awareness and intelligently
showcase the listings represented by our network to
a broad audience of consumers who value the unique.
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THE NEW YORK TIMES Our 2013 advertising program with The New York Times is a continuation
of years prior and is structured to fetch nearly 300 million media impressions through branding and
listing exposure elements, utilizing local ownership advertising opportunities and fixed positioning on various
New York Times channels. This long-term plan features exclusivity and dominance in both print and digital
marketing opportunities, designed to attract a diverse worldwide audience and maximize our reach to more
than 40 million unique NYT monthly readers.
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THE WALL STREET JOURNAL Our continuous collaboration with The Wall Street Journal offers an array of
opportunities to showcase the homes represented by our network to the global audience that turns to this media
icon for their daily source of insights into both micro and macro financial and economic landscapes. Designed to
deliver 167 million impressions, this marketing strategy is comprised of a worldwide, multi-faceted program
providing our brand with exclusivity and dominance throughout The Wall Street Journal’s Digital Network websites.
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THE BBC The BBC is the largest news gathering operation in the world with over 90 years of experience
across an extensive spectrum of broadcast, including their proprietary website, bbc.com, where 73 million unique
visitors call on each month. This ongoing partnership helps us drive incremental brand awareness in markets all
over the world by utilizing unique and exclusive advertising and content-sharing options designed to increase
awareness for the listings we represent and drive more than 47 million media impressions.
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Daily Telegraph Since 1855,
the Daily Telegraph has been serving the
United Kingdom and the world. As a
recent recipient of the “National Newspaper of the Year” award, its website,
telegraph.co.uk, was the United Kingdom’s first national newspaper online,
whereby an estimated 7.5 million visitors make this their preferred online
news destination monthly. Providing
another unique platform to showcase
the extraordinary places and homes
our network represents globally, our
exclusive collaboration with the Daily
Telegraph is primed to deliver an
amazing 167 million media impressions.
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NEW FOR 2013
Architectural Digest Every day, Architectural Digest inspires millions of affluent home enthusiasts
to redesign and refresh their lives through a multi-platform presence that includes print and digital connections.
Our alignment with AD will deliver an anticipated 8 million media impressions and encompasses an
integrated online partnership through a commanding presence on architecturaldigest.com. Recently redesigned
and re-engineered, architecturaldigest.com
attracts on average more than 900,000 unique
monthly visitors, consuming about 10 pages
per visit and is the perfect environment to
uniquely showcase the homes we represent.
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youtube As the number one online
video site, the second largest search
engine and third largest website in the
world, it’s no wonder YouTube receives
FOUR BILLION views per day. And
because of this, the Sotheby’s International
Realty brand channel continues to be the
perfect online video destination for
limitless exposure of the properties
and lifestyles represented by our network.
Sotheby’s International Realty brand
Channel Stats:
1.3 million views
3.2k subscribers
2 million minutes viewed
Over 3,359 “Likes”
2.5k shares & favorites added
®

youtube.com/sothebysrealty
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SCMP.com SCMP (South China Morning Post) has been Hong Kong’s premier English-language newspaper
since 1901, delivering news and analysis on Hong Kong, China and the rest of the Pacific Rim. SCMP.com is
the official website of the South China Morning Post and is the platform for our brand’s collaboration. Strategically placed banner ads featuring listings represented by our network appear run of site within
the Property Section and HomePage and will deliver 500,000 media impressions in 2013.
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FT.com & FTChinese.com FT.com & FTChinese.com have 4.5 million registered users and over 285,000
digital subscribers. Our brand’s collaboration with the Financial Times allows us to position the listings represented
by our network in front of the world’s most affluent buyers. Utilizing strategically placed banner ads
featuring listings for sale, this campaign will fetch approximately 1M media impressions. An extension of
the FT.com is its dedicated Chinese version where our banner ads are translated and an additional 600k media
impressions will be delivered.
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propgo PropGoLuxury.com is the world’s leading luxury property website representing tens of
thousands of elite properties from over 35 countries and is one of the world’s fastest growing global
luxury real estate portals. This essential international placement provides our listings with 100% share of
voice (SOV) via a leaderboard unit on the homepage and listing search pages. In total, this
sponsorship is expected to deliver nearly 2M media impressions.
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NEW FOR 2013
HONG KONG Tatler A
premiere luxury lifestyle resource
since 1977, the Asia Tatler
Franchise consists of 14 focused
print editions and a growing
online and mobile presence that
continues to define the role of
luxury amongst the social elite. In
2013, our brand is the EXCLUSIVE
online real estate channel partner
for hongkongtatler.com, driving
more than 24M media
impressions. This unique
collaboration provides an ideal
platform to showcase our premier
properties, participate in regional
project launches and offer Hong
Kong Tatler’s audience our specialty
market expertise.
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country life Country Life magazine encompasses magnificent country properties across the United
Kingdom and beyond, and one in three of their readers are looking to purchase a home within the next 12
months. Their website, countrylife.com.uk, attracts more than 2M page views per month and is considered
the primary source of top-end properties, covering topics of interest that appeal to high-end property
buyers. Anticipated to deliver 750,000 media impressions in 2013, our brand will execute a
targeted banner ad rotation featuring listings from around our network.
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jameslist Jameslist.com
is a truly global luxury website
portal, attracting a niche audience of highly affluent consumers. Offering entrée into the
world’s luxury marketplace,
JamesList.com features private
jets, yachts, exotic cars, exclusive
watches and of course luxury
homes. JamesList helps consumers find the best of the best and
their website reaches more than
500,000 potential buyers from
113 countries each month. Our
brand’s collaboration includes
targeted banner ads rotating throughout this site,
delivering about 500,000
media impressions in 2013.
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